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Kabel USB do lightning Mcdodo CA-3581, 3A, 1.8m (czarny)

USB to Lightning Mcdodo CA-3581 cable, 36W, 1.8m (black)
The Mcdodo CA-3581 USB to Lightning cable is a solution that enables super-fast charging of devices with up to 36W of maximum power.
Thanks to the proprietary MSC (Mcdodo Smart Charging) chip,  the cable intelligently adjusts the charging process to the needs of the
connected device, ensuring optimal efficiency and reducing the time it takes to fully charge the battery. It also comes with Magic Tape,
which allows the cable to be easily clipped and organized, which is especially useful when carrying or storing.
 
Design and durability
The  cable's  modern  design,  combined  with  an  aluminum  alloy  finish,  not  only  gives  it  a  sleek  look,  but  also  provides  excellent  heat
dissipation, which is crucial for the safety and durability of the device. The cable's double-reinforced connection to the plug and improved
flexible braid guarantee exceptional resistance to bending and damage, extending the life of the cable.
 
Safety first
The CA-3581 is equipped with a 7-stage safety system that protects against overheating, overvoltage and overcharging, ensuring safe
use of both the cable and the devices connected to it. This level of protection is a guarantee of peace of mind for all users.
 
Functionality and compatibility
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The cable's length of 1.8 meters provides convenience of use, allowing you to charge your device even when you are not directly next to
a power source. The cable is compatible with all devices equipped with a Lightning connector, making it an ideal choice for users of Apple
products.  In  addition,  support  for  data  transfer  speeds  of  up  to  480Mbps  allows  you  to  quickly  and  conveniently  sync  files  between
devices.
 
	Manufacturer
	McDodo
	Manufacturer code
	CA-3581
	Length
	1.8 m
	Color
	black
	Output current
	3A
	Max voltage
	12V
	Maximum charging power
	36W
	Data transmission
	480Mbps
	Finish
	 Aluminum
	Compatibility
	Devices with Lightning connector

Preço:

Antes: € 4.5018

Agora: € 4.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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